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ABSTRACT
Nanoparticulate drug delivery systems have an advanced and modern approach over the traditional delivery system. This systematic review on nanoparticulate drug delivery containing lipid and focus on preparation, challenges and advancement of delivery of the drug via topical and transdermal route. The first era of lipid nanoparticles were SLN and have more sustaining action as well as suitable for the higher permeation of drug. The NLC is the second generation lipid nanoparticles developed to overcome the limitation associated with SLN i.e low drug loading capacity, polymorphism of solid lipid. Production of solid lipid nanoparticles and nanostructured lipid carriers are produced by a variety of technologies which explored in the current review. Lipid nanoparticle has various properties for topical use of cosmetics and other pharmaceutical formulation, i.e. controlled and sustained release of medicaments, Physical and chemical stability of active pharmaceutical ingredients, targeted release, film formation and enhancing penetration with the enhancement of skin hydration. Skin hydration plays a major role in the topical delivery of API as it hydrates the skin which leads to opening of pores of skin. Due to occlusion nature of lipid nanoparticles trans epidermal water loss decline which softening the skin. The use of biodegradable grade lipid makes it more suitable because it does not cause any toxicity as created by polymeric nanoformulations. Furthermore, a discussion about the benefit/risk ratio of a nanoparticulate system containing lipids also explored in this paper. The SLN and NLC are a “nanosafe” carrier for the delivery of active pharmaceutical via topical route.
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INTRODUCTION
Lipid particles which are made up of triglycerides, waxes or unsaturated fats as lattice lipids are in effect seriously explored as potential transporters for lipophilic substances. These nano range particles were created in the most recent decade of the most recent century as option delivery system to another conventional approach. Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLN) and Nanostructured Lipid Carrier (NLC) are the two fundamental sorts of a nanoparticulate systems containing lipid. Because of the lipid framework, the little molecule estimate and related adhesive characters, for example, small size, large medication loading and their capacity to enhance the activity of API.

DEFINITION OF SOLID LIPID NANOPARTICLE (SLN)
It is presented in 1991 which provides an advanced transporter framework to the conventional colloidal system, for example, emulsions, liposomes and polymeric small scale and nanoparticles. They are sub-micron colloidal carrier extending from 40 to 1000 nm. It offers novel characters, for example, little size, large medication loading and their capability to enhance the activity of API. These are particles produced using solid and liquid lipid mixes delivered by homogenization with utilizing higher pressure. Particles beneath 80nm are more hard to create on the grounds that regularly they don’t recrystallize, The SLN are dispersed in a watery external stage and balanced out with the use of surfactants, e.g., Tween80, lecithin, etc. Then again, they can be created surfactant-free utilizing steric stabilizers (e.g. poloxamer 180) or an external of expanded consistency (e.g. ethylcellulose solution). SLN can likewise be created in nonaqueous media, e.g., PEG-600 or oils like Miglyol 812. Generation in lower grade polyethylene glycol gives a formulation which can be specifically utilized in soft gelatin capsules.

TYPES OF SLN
The kind of SLNs is depended upon the nature of the incorporated drug and lipid, the solubility of the incorporated drug in the softened lipid (Figure 1), kind of preparation and the preparation temperature.

• It produces stable formulation.
• Surface alteration can be effortlessly performed.

ADVANTAGES OF LIPID NANOPARTICLE OVER CONVENTIONAL PARTICULATE CARRIERS
• Site-specific drug targeting is possible due to its narrow size distribution.
• It can be formulated for Controlled and Sustained delivery of API.
• The encapsulated medication is shielded from the biochemical degradation.
• High loading efficiency
• The incorporation of lipophilic and hydrophilic drugs is possible.
• The lyophilization and spray drying technique utilizes to achieve higher stability.
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1. SLN, Type I or homogenous matrix Type
2. SLN, Type II or API enriched shell Type
3. SLN, Type III or API enriched core Type

**MAJOR DRAWBACK RELATED TO SLN AND ITS PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE**

The review by Mehnert highlights these aspects.  
- The drug loading capacity is low.
- Drug expel out during after certain periods (Figure 2)
- Greater Aqueous content of SLN dispersions leads to instability.

The Nanostructured lipid carrier has been produced to defeat the downsides related to the above nanoparticulate system. They are thought to be the 2nd era of lipid nanoparticulate systems. Comparison with SLN, it demonstrates a high stacking limit with respect to active pharmaceutical ingredients products by making a low ordered arranged network through the mixing of both type lipid, a higher API stacking can be accomplished. Along these lines, the NLC has an expanded API stacking capacity in contrast with solid lipid nanoparticle likelihood of mediation expulsion is less.  

**THE NOVEL CONCEPT OF NLC**

There are three kinds of NLC can be summarized
1. The imperfect type of NLC
2. The amorphous type of NLC
3. The multiple types of NLC

The major issue in SLN is the formation of ordered structure. Utilizing different molecules to assemble the lattice creates imperfection to provide space for the active pharmaceutical ingredients (Figure 3 and 4). Expulsion of the drug is brought about by a continuous crystallization process towards an ordered structure. In this manner, by staying away from crystallization, one can maintain a strategic distance from these obstructions which is acknowledged in the NLC type 2. The mixture of lipid is solid is in an amorphous form yet it is not crystallized (Figure 5).

This can be accomplished by blending unique lipids. The third kind of NLC is multiple types, it is practically identical to multiple emulsion. This NLC type utilizes the way that for various medications, the solubility shows in oils is more than solid type  

**PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR LIPID NANOPARTICLES**

Lipid Nanoparticle are prepared from solid lipid, Liquid lipid, emulsifying agent and water/solvent by utilizing various technologies and are discussed below

1. High-pressure homogenization Technique:
   a. Hot homogenization
   b. Cold homogenization
2. Ultrasonication/high-speed homogenization Technique
3. Solvent Emulsification Evaporation Technique
4. Solvent emulsification-diffusion Technique
5. Supercritical fluid Technique
6. Microemulsion based Technique
7. Spray drying Technique
8. Double emulsion Technique
9. Precipitation technique
10. Solvent injection technique
11. Membrane contractor technique
12. Film-ultrasound dispersion

CHARACTERIZATION OF LIPID NANOPARTICLE

There are various parameters to characterize the nanoparticulate system which included measurement of particle size, zeta potential, crystallinity and morphology, etc.  

Particle Size and Zeta Potential

There are various methods for particle size measurement like transmission electron microscopy, Scanning electron microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, atomic force microscopy, Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS), Freeze-fracture Electron Microscopy (FFEM). Coulter counter is infrequently used to gauge molecule estimate due to troubles in the evaluation of small nanoparticle and the need for electrolytes which may destabilize colloidal scatterings. Zeta potential estimation can be completed utilizing zeta meter. The estimation is done by diluting nanodispersion to 50 times with the pre dispersion preparation medium. A higher estimation of zeta potential may prompt deaggregation of particles without other entangling components. Zeta potential estimations permit forecasts about the stability of dispersions during storage. It is observed that the requirement for full electrostatic adjustment is 60 mV.  

Static light scattering technique

It is also named as Fraunhofer diffraction method, this technique is quick and tough, it requires more cleanliness than Dynamic light scattering technique and propel information of the particles optical qualities, Static Light Scrambling (SLS) is an outfit strategy in which the example of light scattered from an answer of particles is gathered and fit to central electromagnetic conditions in which size is the essential variable.  

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

This technique is well known as Photon correlation spectroscopy which records the variety in the power of scattered light on the µsec. time scale. This variety comes about because of the impedance of light scattered through each particle affected by Brownian movement and is measured by the accumulation of an autocorrelation work. This capacity is fit to an exponential, or some blend or change thereof, with the comparing rate constant(s) being identified with the dispersion coefficient(s). Using standard suppositions of round size, low fixation and known thickness of the suspending medium, molecule size is computed from this coefficient. The benefits of the technique are the speed of investigation, absence of needed alignment and affectability to submicron-sized particles.  

Electron Microscopy

There are various electron microscopy such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) technique is based on electron scanning principle and it provides all available information about the nanoparticles at the nanoscale level. A wide range of reviews is available, where people used this technique to study not only the morphology of their nanomaterials but also the dispersion of nanoparticles in the bulk. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) gives an approach to specifically watch nanoparticles and a physical picture of nanoparticles with the previous strategy being better for determining morphology. TEM has a littler size breaking point of location, is a decent approval for different techniques and one must be conscious of the measurably little specimen estimate and the impact that vacuum can have on the particles.  

Acoustic methods

This technique utilizes to measures the constriction of sound waves as a method for deciding size through the fitting of physically significant conditions. What’s more, the swaying electric field produced by the development of charged particles affected by acoustic vitality can be identified to give data on charge observed on the surface.  

X-ray diffraction or Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Both are done for the assurance of the level of crystallinity of the molecule scattering. The rate of crystallinity utilizing DSC is assessed by correlation of the liquefying enthalpy per gm of the mass substance with the softening enthalpy per gm of the scattering.  

Atomic Force Microscopy AFM

In this procedure, a probe tip with atomic-scale sharpness is a framework for decision of the nanoparticle’s geometry. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) gives a three-dimensional picture of the surface of biological samples. This is achieved by the attraction and repulsive forces between the tip of an atomically sharp material and the sample surface. The forces are determined by the position of the tip as it is scanned over the sample surface. The result is a topographical map of the sample surface, which can be used to identify the structure of the sample at the nanoscale level.
LIPID NANOPARTICLE AS TOPICAL DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS

This type of medication application has been acquainted for a long time with accomplishing a few purposes on various levels (skin surface, epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous layer). In any case, a few issues have been accounted for with the ordinary topical formulation e.g. low uptake because of the barrier work of the stratum corneum and movement of API to the systemic flow. Medicament application to the skin surface maintains a strategic distance from the real changes of plasma levels normal for the rehashed organization of quickly wiped out medications while it additionally permits dodging the primary entry of medicament via liver after intestinal ingestion. Therefore transdermal medication application has increased as yet expanding significance for systemic treatment e.g. with medications subject to broad first-pass disposal.33 The small size guarantees a nearby contact to the horny layer and can expand the measure of medication infiltrated into the skin.34,35

SKIN MORPHOLOGY FOR TOPICAL AND TRANSDERMAL DELIVERY

API in contact with the skin surface can infiltrate by either three potential pathways: through the sweat channels, by means of the hair follicles and sebaceous organs (by and large called the shunt or appendageal course), or straightforwardly over the stratum corneum. The relative significance of the shunt or appendageal course versus transport over the stratum corneum has been wrangled by researchers throughout the years and is additionally confounded by the absence of an appropriate exploratory model to allow division of the three pathways. In vitro exposes to have a tendency to include the utilization of hydrated skin or epidermal films so members are shut by the swelling related to hydration. Scheuplein and associates suggested that a follicular shunt course was in charge of the pre enduring state penetration of polar atoms and flux of vast polar particles or particles that experience issues diffusing over the in-place stratum corneum.36 The three fundamental elements deciding the transdermal penetration of medications are the versatility of medication in the vehicle, the arrival of medication from the vehicle and the permeation of medication into the skin. These variables influence either the thermodynamic movement that drives the medication into the skin or the penetrability of medication in the skin, especially stratum corneum. Lipid nanoparticle-based gel enhances the transdermal conveyance of a few medications over the regular topical arrangements, for example, emulsions and gels. Among the physical properties that make lipid-based gel appealing as transdermal medication conveyance vehicles are their straightforward nature, which implies that the item is stylishly satisfying, as well as permits simple representation of any tainting. Altogether the little bead measure gives a huge interfacial region to fast medication release, thus the medication ought to display an improved bioavailability, empowering a decrease in dosage, more reliable fleeting profiles of medication assimilation and the security of medications from the antagonistic condition of the body. Since lipid nanoparticle contains surfactants (co-surfactants) and different excipients, they may serve to expand membrane permeation of API by:
• Disrupting the intercellular two-layer lipid structure
• Interacting with the intracellular proteins of the horny layer
• Improving the parceling of medication into the horny layer.37

MECHANISM OF DRUG PENETRATION

The particles have sufficient solvency in water and oil, with high oil/water diffusion coefficients. A molecular weight under 0.6 kDa may infiltrate the skin. Along these lines, the topical organization is restricted to hydrophobic and low molecular weight drugs. Since most medications are hydrophilic, have low oil/water partition coefficients and ionic characters. They don't effectively cross the stratum corneum. The bioavailability of medications pervading the skin can be expanded by utilizing nanoparticulate containing lipid which obtained as small particulate size having close contact with stratum corneum. Nanosized particles can reach shallow intersections of SC and wrinkles between corneocytes islands, permitting shallow spreading of the API. Taking after the vanishing of water from the nanoparticulate systems subsequent to applying the surface of the skin, particles frame a cement layer blocking the skin. Hydration of stratum corneum along these lines upgrades to lessen corneocyte pressing and width bury corneocytes crevices and furthermore impacts apportioning of the medication into stratum corneum. Over the 100 nm, the molecule size of lipid nanoparticle is not considered to saturate the stratum corneum due to their measurements and unbending nature. Lipid nanoparticles can possibly convey drugs by means of the follicles. Moreover, every follicle is related to sebaceous organs, which discharge the sebum, making a domain improved in lipids. This condition is helpful for catching of lipid nanoparticles. Sebum is a blend of triglycerides, squalene and waxes. Some glyceride lipids introduce in lipid nanoparticle may quicken the passageway into the follicles/sebaceous organs.38

TOPICAL BENEFIT OF LIPID NANOPARTICLE

Skin Hydration and Elasticity

The diminishment of Transepidermal Water Loss (TEWL) brought about by occlusion prompts an expansion in skin hydration after dermal utilization of lipid nanoparticulate drug delivery. An in vivo thinks about demonstrated that the SLN-containing o/w cream expanded the skin hydration fundamentally more than the customary o/w cream. A noteworthy higher increment in skin hydration was observed by Muller et al. for Lipid nanoparticles containing cream contrasted with traditional cream which was explored for 28 days.39-41

Skin Permeation and Drug Targeting

The horny layer in the skin has regularly a water percentage of 20% and gives generally a powerful obstruction against percutaneous retention of exogenous substances. Skin hydration subsequent to applying SLN or NLC prompts a lessening of corneocytes pressing and an expansion in the span of the corneocyte’s crevices. This will encourage the percutaneous ingestion and medication infiltration to the more profound layers of the skin.35 Ricci et al. in his research explored the in vitro infiltration of indomethacin NLC based gel and gel simple gel through the horny layer and epidermis. He likewise researched the release of indomethacin in vivo study by tape- stripping test and the anti-inflammatory movement utilizing the UV-B by observing erythema. In this work, it was observed that the indomethacin-stacked NLC gel shows higher anti-inflammatory impact taking. The permeation through the horny layer and epidermis in vitro from indomethacin-stacked NLC gel was not exactly from a gel without NLC.42

Skin Occlusion

The lipid film development on the upper layer of the skin and the ensuing impediment impact was accounted for. By utilizing small lipid particles, which are created from profoundly crystalline and low softening point lipids, the most noteworthy impediment will become to. Souto et al. found a higher occlusive figure for SLN correlation with NLC of similar lipid content. Contrasting NLC and diverse oil content demonstrated that an expansion in oil content prompts a reduction of the occlusive component.40,41
Skin Benefit/Risk Ratio

Skin decay and systemic toxic effect happened in the wake of applying ordinary prednicarbate cream could be maintained a strategic distance from when this medication was figured as lipid nanoparticle. Predni-
carbase take-up was improved and it was collected in the epidermis with a low quantity in the dermis.  
One of the real disservices related to the topical use of tretinoin is the local skin disturbance, for example, ery-
theta, peeling and consuming and additionally expanded affectability to daylight. In the in vitro saturation concentrates through rodent skin they found that SNL based tretinoin gel has a pervasion profile tanta-
to mount of that the market tretinoin cream. Yet, then again, Draize fix test demonstrated that SNL based tretinoin gel brought about amazingly less erythemic scenes contrasted with the at present promoted tretinoin cream and thus, a superior advantage/hazard proportion is normal for the details containing tretinoin-stacked SLN.  

CONCLUSION

Lipid nanoparticles are the novel carrier system for the topical and trans-
dermal delivery systems. The generation of this bearer system is plau-
sible in the research center and on a substantial scale. The elements of a nanoparticulate system containing lipids that are profitable for topical utilization of pharmaceutical items have been accounted for, e.g. oc-
cclusive properties, modified release, the increment of skin permeation related to a targeting effect, increment in skin hydration and evasion of systemic take-up. Different medications that topical details containing lipid nanoparticles can an increased activity and in addition delayed/
prolonged action was accounted for whiles the benefits/risk proportion
was expanded for some medications and improve the infiltration into the skin expanding treatment proficiency focus on the epidermis. Besides, decrease systemic toxic and side effects announced by different written
works.
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